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Abst ract - -The  existence of a unique solution to the nonlinear mixed neutral equation 
m 
x'(t) = f (t, x'(t)) + E Ai (t, x(t)) x'(t + pi) + g (t, x(t), x'(t + h)) , 
i= l  
x(o) = xo, 
is proven, as is the continuous dependence of the solution on initial conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A differential equation in which the expression for x'(t) involves x'(h(t))  for some h(t) --/: t is 
said to be of neutral type. A system of first-order functional differential equations in which the 
present value of xt(t) is expressed in terms of both past and future values of x is said to be of 
mixed type. So when both of these characteristics are present, the equation is said to be of mixed 
neutral type, a system that is becoming increasingly important in applications. 
For example, Brayton [1] considered the lossless transmission line connected as shown in Fig- 
ure 1, where g(v) is a nonlinear function of v and gives the indicated current. This problem may 
be described by the following system of partial differential equations: 
LOi Ov oi 
Ot = Ox' Ot Ox' O < x < l, t > O, 
with the boundary conditions 
E - v(0, t) - Ri(0, t) = 0, C1 dr( l ,  t) _ i(1, t) - g (v(1, t)). 
dt 
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This problem can be transformed into a differential equation with delays as follows. If s = 
(LC) -1/2 and z = (L/C) 1/2, then the general solution of the partial differential equation is given 
by 
v(x, t) = ¢(z  - st) + ¢(x  + st), 
i(=, t) = ! [¢(= _ st) - ¢ (z  + st)I, 
z 
2¢(= - st)  = v(=,  t) + z i (=,  t),  
2¢(= + st) = v(=, t) - zi(=, t). 
This implies 
2¢(-st) = v (1,t  + l ) + zi (1,t  + l ) , 
2¢(s t )=v(1 , t  -1 )  - z i (1 , t -1 ) .  
Using these expressions in the general solution and using the first boundary condition at t - ( l /s) 
yields 
- - = - - - - v  1 , t -  , 
z z 
where K = (z - R)/(z + R), ~ = 2E/(z + R). Inserting the second boundary condition and 
letting u(t) = v(1, t) produces the equation 
where s = Lye"C, 
Cl f  (u( t ) ,u( t -  r) ) = a -  l u(t) - f u(t - r) - g (u(t) ) + Kg (u(t - r)), 
all constants are positive and depend on the parameters in the original equations. Also, if R > 0, 
then K < 1. 
If generalized solutions of the original partial differential equation were considered, the delay 
equation would require differentiating the difference u(t) - Ku (t - (2/s)) rather than each term 
separately; that is, one would consider the equation 
In his consideration of shunted transmission lines, Lopes [2] encountered equations of the preced- 
ing type with two delays. See also [3] for more examples. 
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In this paper, we considered a nonlinear mixed neutral equation of the form 
m 
x'(t) = f (t, x'(t)) + E Ai (t, x(t)) x'(t + Pi) + g (t, x(t), x'(t + h)), (1) 
i=1 
where f and g are n-vector valued functions, each Ai is an n x n matrix valued function, and 
each Pi and h are constant real numbers. Equation (1) is a simplified model of a nonlinear neutral 
system arising in a two body problem of classical electrodynamics. 
Several authors have studied the problem of existence of solution of functional differential 
equations [3-6]. Driver [7] established the existence and continuous dependence of solutions of a 
neutral functional differential equation. In [8], he proved the existence of a unique solution and 
its continuous dependence for the mixed neutral equation (1) when f is a function of x and g = 0. 
Recently, Balachandran and Anguraj [9] discussed the same problem for equation (1) when f is 
a function of x. In this paper, the existence of a unique solution for the nonlinear mixed neutral 
equation (1) is proven and, further, it is proven that the solution of (1) depends continuously on 
the initial condition x0. 
2. BASIC  ASSUMPTIONS 
First, what is meant by the solution for equation (I) is defined. A function x : R -+ R n which 
is absolutely continuous locally and satisfies (I) almost everywhere is a solution of the mixed 
neutral equation (I). 
Let I" I be a norm in R n and let II • II be the corresponding i duced matrix norm. Let 
p = max{Ip~l, h}, I = [t -p,t-}-p], and assume the existence ofpositive constants M, M*, N*, 
K, and K*, such that for t E R and x, y, z, E C(R, Rn), the following hold. 
(i) f and Ai are continuous on R x C(R,R n) and are such that f(t,O) = O, II Ai N <_ M for 
all i and 
If(t,x') - f(t,Y')l < Km~]clx'(s) - y'(s)l, 
II Ai(t ,x) - Ai(t,y) II ~ K* mea~lx(s ) - y(s)l. 
(ii) g is continuous on R x C(R, R ~) x C(R, R ~) and such that Igl -< M* and 
Ig (t, x(t), x'(t + h)) - g (t, y(t), y'(t + h)) I 
< Nmax]x(s)  - y(s)l + N* maxlx'(s + h) - y'(s + h)l. 
- -  sE I  sE l  
(iii) The constants p, M, M*, N, N*, K, and K* are sufficiently small such that 
eaP a-~-- -mM-- -K)  +raM+N* +K< 1, (2) 
for some constant a > 0. 
(iv) The solution of (1) is such that f:+l ix,(s)l ds is bounded for t E R. 
REMARK 1. Suppose x is a solution of (1) satisfying assumption (iv) and suppose that B = 
r t+r  suPteR Jt-r Ix'(s)l ds, for some choice of r > O. Then for each t, 
ft+,. ft+,. Ix'(s)l ds <_ If (s,x')l ds + IA~(s,x)l Ix' (s + pi)l ds 
J t - - r  d t - - r  i=1  J t - - r  
f 
t -br 
+ Ig(s ,x ,x ' (s+h)) l  ds 
J t - - r  
<_ KB + toMB + 2rM*. 
So if K +mM < 1, then B < (2rM*)/(1 - K -  mM).  
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3. EX ISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
THEOREM 1. Suppose assumptions (i)-(iv) hold. Then there exists a unique solution for the 
nonlinear m/xed neutral equation (1). 
PROOF. Let K +mM < 1 and choose r > O. Define the set 
{ ft+,- 2rM* } S = w e L~oe (R, an):  I~(s)l ds < Jt-r - -  1 - -K :mM'  for all t . 
Then S is the space of allowable derivatives of a solution of (1). For any constant a > 0, define 
the metric 
d(w,w*) =sup e -altl [w(s) -w*(s)[  ds , 
tER Jt-r 
for w, w* E S. Clearly, (S, d) is a complete metric space. For w E S, define x(t) = Xo + fo w(s) ds 
for all t and, further, define 
m 
(Tw)(t) = f (t, w(t)) + Z A~ (t, x(t)) w(t + Pi) + g (t, x(t), w(t + h)), 
i=1  
~r si l t .  Now 
f t+r  i t+r  m it.t. r 
J~-, I(Tw)(s)l ds _ < K j t _ r  Iw(s)l ds + Z Mj t _ r  Iw (s + pill ds + 2rM* 
i=l 
2rKM* + 2rmMM* 
< + 2rM* 
- 1 - K -mM 
2rM* 
1 - K -mM 
Therefore, T maps S into S. Now let w, w* E S. Then for t > 0, 
L Iw(s) - w*(s)l as = + ... + Iw(s) - w*(s)l ds 
__ d + + 
d (W, W*) e 3at+at < 
- (e 2"" - 1) 
Similarly, for t < O, 
Using this yields 
L t  d (w, w*) e 3ar+altl 
[w(s) - w*(s)[ ds < (e 2at - 1) 
ITw(t) - Tw*(t)l <_ If (t, w(t)) - y (t, w*(t))l 
+ X~ IAi (t, x(tl) - A~ (t ,x*(t l ) l  Iw(t +p41 
i= l  
+ ~ IA~ (t, x*(t))l Iw (t +p4 - w*(t +P41 
i----1 
+ [g (t, x(t), w(t + h)) - g (t, x*(t), w*(t + h)) I 
<m~f°  } - ,ez t J~-~ I~(~) - ~o*(s)l 4s, ~o F+~ Iw(~) - w*(s)l ds 
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x N+K*E lw( t+p~) l  +EMlw( t+p i ) -w*( t+p~)[  
i=1 i=1 
+ Kmax lw(s  ) - w*(s)[ + N* maxlw(s + h) - w*(s + h)l s6I s6I 
-<d(w'w*)e3ar+ap+alt[[ N+K*f i lw( t p i ) l ] - - - (e  2at  - 1) i= l  
m 
+ ~lw( t  + pi) -w*  (t + ;i)l 
i=1 
+ Kmax lw(s )  - w*(s)[ + N* maxlw(s + h) - w*(s + h)l. s6I s61 
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Thus, for each t, 
~ t+r (Tw) (s )  - (Tw*) (s )  I 
--r 
ds < d(w'w*)e3~r+av+altl [2r_N.+2_rmM*K*] 
- (e-~ar ---~) [ (1 - K - raM) J 
+ (raM + N*) d (w, w*) e aitl+ap + Kd (w, w*) e ~ltl. 
Therefore, d(Tw, Tw*) <_ ~d(w, w*), where 
N + mM*K* 
= eaP 2re3ar  (1 - K - raM) (e 2at -- 1) + N* + mM] + K. (3) 
By the contracting mapping theorem, T will have a unique fixed point in S if fl < 1. Letting 
r --~ 0, the sufficient condition becomes 
N + mM*K*  
eap (1 - K - mM)a  + N* + mM] +K<I .  
If the above condition holds, then T will be a contraction mapping for some choice of sufficiently 
small r > 0. This yields the desired unique solution of (1) and the theorem is proved. | 
REMARK 2. To make the sufficient condition more specific, it can be specified that a = 1/p. 
Then from (2), it follows that 
[p(N + mM*K*)  N* ] 
e [ ~--_-~-L-_-m--M + + mM +K<I .  
4. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
Now consider the continuous dependence of equation (1) on initial conditions. That is, obtain 
an estimate for the change in the solution of equation (1) due to a change in the initial condi- 
tion x0. Assuming that x~ is actually measured instead of x0, the question is this: if x~ is close 
to x0, will the corresponding solution x* be close to the solution x? The following result shows 
the affirmative for system (t) if conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied. 
THEOREM 2. As in Theorem 1, assume that conditions (i)-(iv) hold. Then the solution depends 
continuously on Xo. More precisely, assume the smallness condition (2) for some a > O, and let 
x* be the unique solution of (1) with x*(0) = x~ and with f/+x Ix,(s)[ ds bounded. Then for any 
T>O,  
sup [x ( t ) -x* ( t ) [+ - ' ds --*0, as Ixo - x;] --, O. 
It I<T J t  
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PROOF. Choose sufficiently small r > 0, so that  f~ < 1 as in equation (3) of Theorem 1. Then a 
computat ion similar to that  in the Theorem 1 yields 
d (x ' ,x* ' )  < ]xo - x~[e-altl2r [N + 
But since ~ < 1, it follows that  
Thus, we have 
( , )  
1-K- raM + ~d x',x* . 
d (x',x*') < lxo - x~] 2r [N + raM*K* ] 
1 -K -mM " 
! ! d(x,x.) 
which proves the theorem. 
as  Ixo - o ,  
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